Polymorphic DAZ gene family in polymorphic structure of AZFc locus: Artwork or functional for human spermatogenesis?
Human spermatogenesis is regulated by a network of genes located on autosomes and on sex chromosomes, but especially on the Y chromosome. Most results concerning the germ cell function of the Y genes were obtained by genomic breakpoint mapping studies of the Y chromosome of infertile patients. Although this approach has the benefit of focussing on those Y regions that contain most likely the Y genes of functional importance, its major drawback is the fact that fertile control samples were often missing. In fertile men, molecular and cytogenetic analyses of the Y chromosome has revealed highly polymorphic chromatin domains especially in the distal euchromatic part (Yq11.23) and in the heterochromatic part (Yq12) of the long arm. In sterile patients cytogenetic analyses mapped microscopically visible Y deletions and rearrangements in the same polymorphic Y regions. The presence of a Y chromosomal spermatogenesis locus was postulated to be located in Yq11.23 and designated as AZoospermia Factor (ZF). More recently, molecular deletion mapping in Yq11 has revealed a series of microdeletions that could be mapped to one of three different AZF loci: AZFa in proximal Yq11 (Yq11.21), AZFb and AZFc in two non-overlapping Y-regions in distal Yq11 (Yq11.23). This view was supported by the observation that AZFa and AZFb microdeletions were associated with a specific pathology in the patients' testis tissue. Only AZFc deletions were associated with a variable testicular pathology and in rare cases AZFc deletions were even found inherited from father to son. However, AZFc deletions were found with a frequency of 10-20% only in infertile men and most of them were proved to be "de novo", i.e. the AZFc deletion was restricted to the patient's Y chromosome. Based mainly on positional cloning experiments of testis cDNA clones and on the Y chromosomal sequence now published in GenBank, a first blueprint for the putative gene content of the AZFc locus can now be given and the gene location compared to the polymorphic DNA domains. This artwork of repetitive sequence blocks called AZFc amplicons raised the question whether the AZFc chromatin is still part of the heterochromatic domain of the Y long arm well known for its polymorphic extensions or is decondensed and part of the Yq11.23 euchromatin? We discuss also the polymorphic DAZ gene family and disclose putative origins of its molecular heterogeneity in fertile and infertile men recently identified by the analyses of Single Nucleotide Variants (SNVs) in this AZFc gene locus.